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merits under whose rule Poland was allowed to lead her
unreal existence, became responsible for one of the most
acute political problems of modern Europe. Paderewski
was deeply convinced that the moment of Poland's final
liberation was near. Exactly a hundred years earlier one
of the world's shrewdest diplomats, Talleyrand, had put
into prophetic words the same conviction. The sage pre-
diction of Europe's most experienced statesman painted in
1815 the exact situation with which Paderewski was con-
fronted a hundred years later. Talleyrand had written :
" By remaining partitioned Poland will not be destroyed for
ever. The Poles, although not forming a political entity,
will always form a family. They will no longer have a
common country, but they will have a common language.
They will, therefore, remain united by the strongest and
most lasting of all bonds. They will, under foreign domina-
tion, reach the age of manhood, and the moment when
they reach it will not be far distant from the moment when3
having won their freedom, they will all rally round one
centre." Such a restoration of Poland could only be
achieved if the Allied leaders, when leading the world out
of war into victory, could be made conscious of that historical
crime of 1795. But if these men were to be sympathetic
when the time came for readjustment, they would have to
be backed by their own national public opinion, which had
to be educated even as they themselves ; the name of
Poland, forgotten for so long in the political world, must
sound again from chancelleries and from editorial offices ;
the world must be made conscious of a brutal crime, for the
reparation of which the moment had come. Antagonistic
propaganda, directed by enemies with unlimited means,
had to be countered. The real nature of Poland had to be
shown to the world : not that distorted nature which was
the result of more than a hundred years of Russian and
Prussian regime, but that which existed before. Such a
work of enlightenment would be colossal: propaganda
work of the most elaborate and varied description.

